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Effective XML: 50 Specific Ways to Improve Your XMLAddison Wesley, 2003
If you want to become a more effective XML developer, you need this book. You will learn which tools to use when in order to write legible, extensible, maintainable and robust XML code.

	
    How do you write DTDs that are independent of namespace prefixes? 

    
	
    ...
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Building Solutions with the Microsoft .NET Compact Framework: Architecture and Best Practices for Mobile DevelopmentAddison Wesley, 2003
Whether you are an architect, developer, or manager, Building Solutions with the Microsoft .NET Compact Framework is your guide to creating effective solutions for mobile devices with .NET. Authors Dan Fox and Jon Box walk you through four essential architectural concepts and programming...
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Contributing to Eclipse: Principles, Patterns, and PluginsAddison Wesley, 2003
When you are finished with this book, you won't have a complete map of Eclipse, but you'll know at least one place to get each of your basic needs met. You will also know the rules through which you can play well with others. It's as if we draw you a map of Bangkok marked with six streets, a restaurant, and a hotel. You won't...
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Software Development for Small Teams: A RUP-Centric ApproachAddison Wesley, 2003
Do you want to improve the process on your next project? Perhaps you'd like to combine the best practices from the Rational Unified Process (RUP) and from agile methodologies (such as Extreme Programming). If so, buy this book! 

          Software Development for Small...
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Design Patterns Explained A New Perspective on Object-Oriented Design Second EditionAddison Wesley, 2004
Leverage the quality and productivity benefits of patternswithout the complexity! Design Patterns Explained, Second Edition is the field's simplest, clearest, most practical introduction to patterns. Using dozens of updated Java examples, it shows programmers and architects exactly how to use...
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Effective C#: 50 Specific Ways to Improve Your C# (Effective Software Development)Addison Wesley, 2004
C#'s resemblances to C++, Java, and C make it easier to learn, but there's a downside: C# programmers often continue to use older techniques when far better alternatives are available. In Effective C#, respected .NET expert Bill Wagner identifies fifty ways you can start leveraging the full power of C# in order to write faster,...
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Perl to Python MigrationAddison Wesley, 2001
The first section of Perl to Python Programming will show you the basic layout and approach of the two languages whilst the second section moves on to the specific differences of using Python data types and objects over Perl variables. The book then looks at the core technologies behind the Python...
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Programming Wireless Devices with the Java2 Platform, Micro Second EditionAddison Wesley, 2003
This book presents the Java(TM) 2 Platform, Micro Edition (J2ME(TM)) standards that support the development of applications for consumer devices such as mobile phones, two-way pagers, and wireless personal organizers. To create these standards, Sun collaborated with such consumer device companies as Motorola, Nokia, NTT DoCoMo,...
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Hitchhiker's Guide to SQL Server 2000 Reporting Services (Microsoft Windows Server System)Addison Wesley, 2004
QL Server 2000 Reporting Services streamlines the process of extricating meaningful reports from your data sources. Hitchhiker's Guide to SQL Server 2000 Reporting Services picks up where the Microsoft documentation leaves off, providing report developers, database administrators,...
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Learning Exchange Server 2003Addison Wesley, 2004
  			Real-world Exchange 2003 deployment and management for working administrators  		

This is your start-to-finish guide to getting Microsoft Exchange Server 2003 into production, then maximizing its reliability, performance, and business value. Bill Boswell writes for...
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eXtreme .NET : Introducing eXtreme Programming Techniques to .NET DevelopersAddison Wesley, 2004
eXtreme .NET shows developers and team leaders how to incorporate eXtreme programming (XP) practices with .NET-connected technologies to create high quality, low-cost code that will build better software. This practical, realistic guidebook systematically covers...
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Eclipse Modeling Framework (The Eclipse Series)Addison Wesley, 2003
          The Eclipse Modeling Framework unifies Java(TM), XML, and UML-enabling developers to rapidly construct robust applications based on surprisingly simple models. In this book, leading EMF implementers illuminate every facet of using EMF for both modeling and code generation. Discover how...
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